HIS subject has been chosen not only be-;e of a certain intrinsic interest which ust will presently be admitted, but be-;e also it serves to illustrate the imant contention that the problems of 2 aind applied science go back for their tion to the s-ame fundamental prines. It is true that empiricism has ed, in a measure, many practical prob-3, and that, indeed, science has grown of empiricism. But science in her turn Is miore rapidly and surely to the goal ch is sought, for the simple reason that explains why things happen as they do. a single and almost overworked exle, the ancients knew that peas and ers enriched the soil, and this knowle led to the practise of rotation in the Ating of crops. But it is very recent wledge that this behavior is due to the iliar relations of certain bacteria to a ited group of the higher plants known ectively as the legumes, by which the nilrogen of the air is made available the latter. The economic salvation of aense areas, yet to be accomplished, may
